Stepping test in mice: a reliable approach in determining forelimb akinesia in MPTP-induced Parkinsonism.
Currently existing behavioral measures for motor impairments in rodent models with bilateral dopamine depletion have demonstrated to be difficult to assess due to the degree of task complexity. There is clearly a need for a behavioral test that is simplistic in design and does not require the animal to learn a specific task, in particular for mice. Here we adapted the stepping test, originally designed for assessing asymmetric motor deficits in rats (Olsson, M., Nikkhah, G., Bentlage, C., Bjorklund, A., 1995. Forelimb akinesia in the rat Parkinson model: differential effects of dopamine agonists and nigral transplants as assessed by a new stepping test. J. Neurosci. 15, 3863-3875; Schallert, T., De Ryck, M., Whishaw, I.Q., Ramirez, V.D., Teitelbaum, P., 1979. Excessive bracing reactions and their control by atropine and l-DOPA in an animal analog of Parkinsonism. Exp. Neurol. 64, 33-43), into a mouse-friendly version for bilateral dopamine lesion induced by subacute MPTP injection. We found that MPTP-treated mice exhibit a significant and persistent reduction in the number of adjusting steps when compared to saline-treated animals. Typically, MPTP-induced stepping deficit becomes apparent by the fourth MPTP injection. The number of adjusting steps continues to decline throughout the injections, and by day 10 from the last MPTP injection, the stepping deficit observed is associated with approximately 65% TH positive cells loss in the SN. Importantly, L-DOPA administration significantly improved stepping performance in MPTP-treated mice. Thus, stepping test in mice is a reliable and simple behavioral measure for assessing forelimb akinesia induced by systemic MPTP.